Data Exercise
Gender and Social Inequality
Sociology, Fall 2021
1. For this exercise, we will look at gender and occupations. With your partner, think of as
many occupations as you can. Shoot for at least 30 occupations, and try to include a variety
of occupations from different industries. Put all 30 of the occupations on a spreadsheet as
shown in the image below.

2. Next, use the National Opinion Research Center’s (NORC) prestige scores to rank your
occupations by prestige, from highest to lowest. To obtain the scores (which range from 0 to
100), NORC surveyed thousands of Americans regarding the amount of admiration,
worthiness, and respect they had for occupations. On your spreadsheet, type in all the scores
then use the “sort button” to sort your occupations from lowest prestige to highest prestige.
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3. Then, using the Bureau of Labor Statistics records, add the mean hourly wage for all your
occupations to your spreadsheet. (After clicking the link, scroll down until you see the hourly
wages.)

4. Now, using Bureau of Labor Statistics records, input the percentage of employees in each
occupation who are women.

5. Now sort your occupations by wage. Then sort by prestige and see if the order of occupations
changes. Was there much movement in occupations, or did they stay in the same general
area?

(Continue to the next page.)
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6. Which occupation on your list has the highest mean hourly wage? What is the percent of
women in that occupation?
7. Which occupation on your list has the highest prestige score? What is the percent of women
in that occupation?
8. Now sort the occupations by percent of women. Do you notice any difference between the
jobs that are done primarily by women vs. the jobs done primarily by men? How would you
describe the differences? How do they relate to gender norms?
9. What is the average wage for occupations where over 50% of workers are women? What is
the average wage for occupations where under 50% of workers are women? Are average
wages higher in occupations where most workers are women or men? Why might this be?

